NOTE

Secure the goals by adding the ground stakes (7) on each of the four corners.

YOU ARE NOW READY TO PLAY!
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL NOTES

Please remove all components from the packaging and confirm that all parts are included. Please reference the frame assembly diagram on the next page. The netting should be added during the frame assembly as noted.

NOTE

Assemble tubes (2) and joints (4) as shown. Attach one side of tube (2) to the corner (5). Before attaching the other corner, slide the sleeve net (6) onto the tubing. *Note: The top of the sleeve net will have the Franklin logo.

Once the sleeve net is on the tubing, attach the other end of tube (2) to the corner (5). Before attaching tubes (1) to the corner pieces, slide the tubing through the sleeve net sides. Then, attach to the corners (5).

Slide tubing (3) through the sleeve net and attach to the corners (5). Slide the bottom tubing (2) & joint (4) which you have previously assembled together through the net sleeve and attach to the corners (5).